
C27/46  BR Salmon Bogie Rail Carrying Wagon

The Salmon is a flat wagon, measuring 62’ 0” over headstocks for carrying 60’ 0” lengths of rail or track panels; and sometimes without bolsters to 
carry bridge girders. They were based on the LMS BBP/Borail J/MD, some of which were revenue stock, including the BR period 1. The first batch 
of wagons (162) was built to the LMS Diagram 19, with wood floor and LMS Bogies (This is available as a separate kit). The rest of the Salmons 
featured a steel floor, and GWR style plate bogies. The bogies were a) standard 5’ 6” wheelbase (Nos. DB 996100-151/ 214-362), and b) 8’ 0” 
wheelbase (Nos. DB 996363-677, DB 996804-969/996995-7019), a type only found elsewhere on the “Borail E”.  Some have low side rails, which 
may be wood or steel, and others have longitudinal timbers between the bolsters. Although a comparatively simple wagon, there have been various 
modifications to some wagons which have changed their appearance: DB 996484 - fitted with “jib” for rail changing!2 ; DR82002 - Viaduct 
Inspection Unit built on a Salmon 3 ;  fitting of two small cranes & generator for unloading rails 4 ; DB 996965 - fitting of a framework and roof 5 . 
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Construction:  Remove the sprues from the two floor halves 
and carefully trim or file away the “feeds”  from the bevelled 
edge. Then join them together (there are small arrows indicating 
the “centre end” of the halves) - ensure the edges line up. Cut 
the buffer bodies from the sprue with a fine saw, taking care to 
retain all of the narrow part at each end which locates in the 
headstock and buffer head. Fit to the headstocks with the small 
square on the bodies at the top. (The edge of the headstock 
attached to the sprue is the bottom). Leave these assemblies to 
set. Remove the solebars from the sprue and and carefully trim 
or file away the “feeds”  from the bevelled edge. Carefully 
remove the angled crossbars (4) from the bolster/stanchion 
sprues and one chain box & front. Fit the front to the box so that 
the bottom edges are flush (Bottom of box is side furthest from 
sprue). It is useful to have a 15cm steel ruler to align the 
underframe. With the floor upsidedown on a flat surface, fit the 
solebars to each side, with an equal overhang at each end, then 
add the headstocks. Add one of the four separate trusses against 
the studs on the floor , nearest one solebar (Note orientation of 
truss angles). Line it up with a ruler against the vertical posts of 
the trusses (across the wagon). Now fit the chain box to the rear 
of the solebar - pad marked “X” — it will be at the left-hand end 
of the wagon when on the track. (At least one wagon had three 
of these boxes, but the rest have only one). Fit the other three 
trusses (as per diagram) and line up with the ruler. Add the four 
crossbars in the inner corners of the vertical posts. 
BOLSTERS: there are five — one on the centre line, and the 
others on the heavier scribe lines (approx. 45mm & 90mm from 
the centre. 

Bolsters were not fitted when carrying track panels. When built, 
there were fold-over plates at each end. Cut from the bolster 
sprue and fit with detail side up across the ends of the floor 
(“angle iron” rib on inner side). Fit buffer heads to bodies. 
BOGIES: press bearings into holes (it will be easier if you put a 
drop of solvent into the hole first. Fit to stretcher — ribs on back 
of bogie sideframes locate in between ribs across edges of 
stretchers. Add the wheels and ensure axles are parallel.
(N.B. On the 5’ 6” bogies, you may need to remove a small 
part of the stretcher edge to clear the wheel flanges) 
Extensions to fit Hornby couplings can be added when the bogie 
assemblies have set (Use longest position of extension). Fit six-
spoked handwheels to the small brackets (located near buffer 
head and tank half on the sprue). Fix to back of right-hand end of 
solebar, 4mm from the end, so that top edge of hand wheel can 
be glued to the bottom edge of the solebar (Correct position is 
lower than this, but this will make the handwheel less likely to be 
knocked off). Short-bogied wagons have handwheels at all four 
corners. Put screws through the (bogie) bolsters from the side 
with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the bolster and add the nut. Fit to 
underside of wagon in the locating “square”. Lastly, fit the 
stanchions. Airtank/brake cylinder (both in two halves) are 
included for the air-braked wagons – these fit on the opposite 
side to the chain box; also winches (on bolster sprue) – 8 per side 
– see photos. Box steps (on bolster sprue) were fitted later at the 
left-hand end (to the right of the handwheel on 5’ 6’’ bogied 
wagons).
LIVERY: early – black with white lettering, later – yellow 
solebar, rest black – floor optionally rust colour, with black 
lettering. White handwheels  (& steps) on both liveries. 
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“BR Departmental Rolling Stock”, pages 33-4 (D. Larkin, 1979)
“Working Wagons Vol.1”, page 95 (D. Larkin,1998)
“British Railways Wagons”, pages 109-10, 112 
(D. Rowland, 1985 & later reprints)
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STUDS

SOLEBAR

4 TRUSSES  (note  angles  face  in 
towards  middle)

CROSSBARS
2 each end
of trusses

FLOOR

CYLINDER/TANK
(if required)

Fold-over plate
(other side)

(other side)  

2 rows of Longitudinal 
timbers on some wagons

NB if using Hornby 
couplings you may 
need to move these 
inwards to clear 
coupling (on curves)

Transfers:  sheet CT4 formerly produced by us, is available from  Modelmaster, ref. no. 4867, as is the CT2 Air-braked  sheet. ref. 4866
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